Supporting those who support us™
The Four-wheel Emergency Assistance Team (FEAT) is a non-profit
organization that supports our Clients during times of emergency with highly
trained volunteers using extremely capable vehicles to transport personnel,
equipment and supplies.

FEAT was born out of the snowstorm of 1982 when the City/County of Denver was crippled by deep
snow, blowing drifts and freezing temperatures. Hospital staff could not get to work and patients could
not get to the critical treatment they needed to survive.
The Office of Emergency Management called on anyone with a high-clearance four-wheel drive vehicle to
help transport patients and personnel to local hospitals. That ad hoc response of volunteers was the start
of what is now an organized team of qualified drivers and vehicles ready to respond to our Clients’ needs
during emergency events.

Get involved by becoming a…
FEAT Volunteer

Join an elite team of volunteers who pass a background check, are trained for crisis response, have a
high-clearance four-wheel drive vehicle and are authorized to support our Clients during emergency
events. Our FEAT Volunteers hold positions as leaders, dispatchers, trainers, supervisors and drivers.
Apply at www.ColoradoFEAT.org

Client

We provide our Clients service at no charge. If you have a critical need for transportation of personnel,
equipment or supplies during an emergency event then we are here to assist. Our clients consist of
Offices of Emergency Management, Sheriff’s Departments, Hospitals, Medical Facilities, Government
Agencies and other organizations with a critical need.

Donor

As a Donor, you are on the front line of “supporting those who support us™”. It takes a lot to operate an
organization with 300 volunteers who need background checks, training, technology access to dispatch
systems, certifications and assistance paying for fuel. As a non-profit organization, your donations are
tax-deductible.

Sponsor

As a Sponsor, you show your support for the mission and members of FEAT by offering discounts on
products, training, use of equipment or facilities, new product testing, professional service pro bono
work or other contributions to the organization.

Partner
Our Partners are organizations, such as 4x4 clubs, that produce new FEAT Volunteers, share in
supporting clients, joint training, promote mutual media exposure and endorse the mission of FEAT.
Contact Us Today!!
720-460-0777
Info@ColoradoFEAT.org
www.ColoradoFEAT.org

